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ABSTRACT
In this paper we study the behavior of the recursive sequence
bXnXn-l
xn+1 =aXn + d ,n=0,1, ... ,
CXn + Xn-I
where the initial conditions X-I, XQ are arbitrary positive real numbers and a.b.c.d are positive
constants. Also, we give the solution of some special cases of this equation.
l. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we deal with the behavior of the recursive sequence
(1) bXnXn-1Xn+l=axn+ , n=O,l, ... ,
CXn +dXn-1
where the initial conditions X-I, XQ are arbitrary positive real numbers and a, b, c, d
are positive constants. Also, we give the solution of some special cases of (1).
Let us introduce some basic definitions and some theorems that we need in the
sequel.
Let I be some interval of real numbers and let
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be a continuously differentiable function. Then for every set of initial conditions
X-k. X-k+ I, ... , Xo E I, the difference equation
(2) xn+l=f(xn,Xn-I, ... ,Xn-k), n=O,I, ... ,
has a unique solution {xn}~_k [16].
A point x E I is called an equilibrium point of (2) if
x = f(x, x, ., ., x).
That is, Xn =x for n ;:?: 0, is a solution of (2), or equivalently, x is a fixed point of f.
Definition 1 (Stability).
(i) The equilibrium point x of (2) is locally stable if for every E > 0, there
exists 8> 0 such that for all X-k. X-HI, ... , X-I, Xo E I with
IX-k -xl + Ix-HI -xl + ...+ Ixo-xl < 8,
we have
Ixn-xl<E foralln;:?:-k.
(ii) The equilibrium point x of (2) is locally asymptotically stable ifx is locally
stable solution of (2) and there exists y > 0, such that for all X-k, X-HI, ... , X-I,
Xo E I with
Ix-k -xl + Ix-HI -xl + ...+ Ixo -xl < y,
we have
lim xn=x.
n---+oo
(iii) The equilibrium point x of (2) is global attractor if for all X-k, X-k+ I, ... ,
X-I,XO E I, we have
lim Xn =X.
n---+oo
(iv) The equilibrium point x of (2) is globally asymptotically stable if x is
locally stable, and x is also a global attractor of (2).
(v) The equilibrium point x of (2) is unstable ifx is not locally stable.
The linearized equation of (2) about the equilibrium x is the linear difference
equation
(3)
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~ Bf(x,x, ... ,x)
Yn+1 = L...J Yn-i·
. BXn-i1=0
Theorem A [15]. Assume that p, q E Rand k E {O, 1,2, ... }. Then
Ipi +Iql < I
is a sufficient condition for the asymptotic stability ofthe difference equation
Xn+l + PXn +qxn-k =0, n =0, 1, ....
Remark 1. Theorem A can be easily extended to a general linear equations of the
form
(4) Xn+k + PIXn+k-l + ... + PkXn = 0, n = 0,1, ... ,
where PI, P2, ... ,Pk E Rand k E {l, 2, ...}. Then (4) is asymptotically stable
provided that
k
L Ip;I < 1.
;=1
Consider the following equation
The following theorem will be useful for the proof of our results in this paper.
Theorem B [16]. Let [a, b] be an interval ofreal numbers and assume that
g: [a, b]2 ---+ [a, b]
is a continuous function satisfying the following properties:
(a) g(x, y) is non decreasing in each ofits arguments;
(b) the equation
g(X, x) = x,
has a unique solution.
Then (5) has a unique equilibrium i E [a, b] and every solution of (5) converges
to i.
Nonlinear rational difference equations are of great importance in their own right
because diverse nonlinear phenomena occurring in science and engineering can be
modeled by such equations. Furthermore, the results about such equations offer
prototypes towards the development of the basic theory of nonlinear difference
equations.
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Many researchers have investigated the behavior of the solution of difference
equations for example: Elabbasy et al. [5] investigated the global stability, peri-
odicity character and give the solution of special case of the following recursive
sequence
bx;
Xn+1 =axn - .
CXn - dXn-1
Elabbasy et al. [6] investigated the global stability, boundedness, periodicity
character and give the solution of some special cases of the difference equation
Xn+l = k .
f3 + Y Oi=O Xn-i
Elabbasy et al. [7] investigated the global stability, periodicity character and give
the solution of some special cases of the difference equation
dXn-1Xn-k
Xn+l = +a.
CXn-s - b
Cinar [4] has got the solutions of the following difference equation
aXn-l
Xn+l = .
1+ bXnXn-1
Kulenovic and Ladas [17] studied the second-order rational difference equation
a + f3x n + yXn-l
Xn+1 = .
A + BXn + CXn-l
Camouzis et al. [2] studied the dynamics of the third-order rational difference
equation
a + YXn-l + 8Xn- 2
Xn+l =
A +Xn- 2
See also [1,3]. Other related results on rational difference equations can be found
in [8-19].
2. LOCAL STABILITY OF (I)
In this section we investigate the local stability character of the solutions of (l).
Equation (l) has a unique equilibrium point and is given by
bx2
x=ax+ ,
cx+dx
or
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if (c + d)(l - a) i- b, then the unique equilibrium point is x= 0.
Let j : (0, 00)2 --+ (0,00) be a function defined by
(6) buv!(u,v)=au+ .
cu +dv
Therefore it follows that
bdv2
!u(u, v) = a + (cu +dv)2'
bcu 2
!v(u, v) = (eu +dv)2'
we see that
bd
I; (x, x) = a + 2 '(e+d)
be!v(x, x) = 2'(e +d)
The linearized equation of (1) about x is
Theorem 1. Assume that
b < (l-a)(e+d).
Then the equilibrium point of (1) is locally asymptotically stable.
Proof. It is follows by Theorem A that (7) is asymptotically stable if
or
bd be
a+ + <1(c+d)2 (c+d)2 '
and so
b
-- < (I-a).(e +d)
The proof is complete. 0
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3. GLOBAL ATTRACTOR OF THE EQUILIBRIUM POINT OF (1)
In this section we investigate the global attractivity character of solutions of (l).
Theorem 2. The equilibrium point i of (l) is global attractor.
Proof. Let p, q are a real numbers and assume that g: [p, q]2 ---+ [p, q] be a
function defined by g(u, v) = au + c:~~v' then we can easily see that the function
g(u, v) increasing in u, v.
Suppose the equation
X=g(X,X).
Then from (1), we see that
bx 2
x=ax+ ,
cx+dx
or,
bx 2
x(1- a) = ,
cx+dx
then
Thus
x=o.
It follows by Theorem B that i is a global attractor of (1) and then the proof is
complete. D
4. BOUNDEDNESS OF SOLUTIONS OF (I)
In this section we study the boundedness of solutions of (1).
Theorem 3. Every solution of (1) is bounded if (a + ~) < 1.
Proof. Let {xn}~_1 be a solution of(1). It follows from (1) that
bXnXn-I bXnXn-l ( b)
Xn+l = ax; + :::; ax; + = a + -d Xn·
CXn +dXn-l dXn-1
Then
Xn+1 :::; Xn for all n ~ o.
Then the sequence {xn}~o is decreasing and so are bounded from above by M =
max{x-l, xo}. D
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5. SPECIAL CASES OF ( I )
5.1. Case (1)
In this section we study the following special case of (I)
(8) XlIXn-1Xn+1 =Xn +---
Xli +Xn-I
where the initial conditions X _I , Xo are arbitrary positive real numbers.
Theorem 4. Let { xn}~_1 be a solution 0/ (8). Then/or n = 0, 1,2, . . .
X = h nn (A;h + 2B;k)
II Bih + A.k ';=1 I I
where X-I = k, xo = h, {Am}~=1 = [1,3,7,I7,4I, ... }, {Bm} ~=l = {I, 2, 5,12,
29, . . .} i.e. Am = 2Am-l + Am- 2, Bm = 2Bm- 1+Bm- 2, m ~ 1, A_I = -1, Ao = 1,
B_1 = 1, Bo = 0 (or Am = 2Bm-1 +Am-I, Bm = Bm -I +Am-I , m ~ 0, A_I =-1,
B_1 = 1) and n?=1 G; = 1.
Proof. For n = 0 the result holds . Now suppose that n > 0 and that our assumption
holds for n - I, n - 2. That is;
n-2
X _ =hn(A;h+2B;k) .
n 2 B.h + A.k;=1 I I
Now, it follows from (8) that
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= h'n ( Aih + 2Bik) ( (B II + BIl-I )" + (All + AIl -dk ) .
. Bih + Aik Bnh + Ank
1=1
Since from definition of the sequences All , BII we can easily see that Bn + Bn-I =
All . An + AIl-I = 2Bn. Therefore
n- I
Xn = h TI (Ai h + 2Bik) (Anh + 2Bnk).
. Bih + Aik Bnh + Ank
1= 1
Thus we obtain
_ TIn (Aih+2Bik)
X n -h .B·h+kki=] I 1
Hence, the proof is completed.
For confirming the results of this section, we consider numerical example for
X- I = 11, XQ =4 (see Fig. I). 0
5.2. Case (2)
In this section we study the following special case of (1)
(9) XnXn-IXn+l =Xn+ ,Xn - Xn -l
where the initial conditions X- I , XQ are arbitrary positive real numbers with X-I =1=
XQ.
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Figure 1.
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plot ofx(n+1)= x(n)+{x(n)"x(rrl ))/(x(n)+x(rrl))
8 9 10
Theorem 5. Let {xn}~_1 be a solution of (9). Thenfor n = 0,1,2, '"
where X-I = k, Xo = h.
X2n = (k(h _ k))n '
Proof. For n = 0 the result holds. Now suppose that n > 0 and that our assumption
holds for n - 1. That is,
Now, it follows from (9) that
X2n-2 = (k(h _ k))n-I .
Thus
Also, we see from (9) that
Thus
X2n-1 = (k(h - kW'
Hence, the proof is completed. 0
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Assume that X-l =21, Xo = 13 (see Fig. 2), and for X-l = 9, Xo = 5 (see Fig. 3).
The following cases can be treated similarly.
5.3. Case (3)
In this section we study the following special case of (I)
(10) XnXn-lXn+l =Xn - ,
Xn +Xn-l
where the initial conditions X-j , Xo are arbitrary positive real numbers.
Theorem 6. Let {xn}~_l be a solution of (10). Thenfor n = 0,1,2, ...
hn+j
x --0------
n - TI7=1(k +ih)'
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plot of x(n+1)= x(n)-(x(n)'x(n-1))/(x(n)+x(n-1))
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where X-I = k, Xo = h.
Figure 4 shows the solution when X-I = 2, Xo = 9.
5.4. Case (4)
In this section we study the following special case of (I)
(11) Xn+1 =Xn-
Xn - Xn-I
Theorem 7. Let {xn}~_1 be a solution of (11). Thenfor n = 0,1,2, ...
hn(h - 2k)n
X2n-1 = kn- I h-k '
where X-I = k, Xo = h.
X = hn+1 (h - 2k)n
2n k" h - k '
Figure 5 shows the solution when X_I = 7, Xo = 12 and Fig. 6 shows the solution
when X_I = 17, Xo = 8.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper discussed global stability, boundedness and the solutions ofsome special
cases of (1). In Section 2 we proved when b < (1 - aHe +d), (1) local stability. In
Section 3 we showed that the unique equilibrium of (1) is globally asymptotically
stable. In Section 4 we proved that the solution of (1) is bounded if (a + ~) < 1.
In Section 5 we was given the solutions of four special cases of (1) and give a
numerical examples of each case and draw it by using Matlab 6.5.
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